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In paper (1] the question on the status of the Ctewlher relation [2] in QCD has 
been investigated. In fact, using the update results of the multiloop calculations 
the relation between the coefficient functions for the deep-inelastic and annihilation 
processes has been considered. The authors of rcf. [1] have pointed out various inter
esting properties of this relation. First of all, it has been shown that the corrections 
of type CF6,, C\a\ and C\o?t arc cancelled in the product of coefficient function 
from the Djorken sum rule for polarized dcep-inclastic lepton-hadron scattering and 
the Adlcr function for the two-point correlator of electromagnetic currents. It has 
also been pointed out that the surviving corrections in the second and third orders 
of perturbation theory are grouped yielding the two-loop /^-function. The result 
obtained in ref. [1] has the form 

CBi{S,)Cn{at) = l + ^ ^ [ / i i C V a f + (/ijAV-+A^C,
<, + AV6V)^a;i + 0(aJ)1 (1) 

where a, = a,(/t7 = Q7)l\n, Np is 11ю number of flavors, C,\ and Cr «ire the Casimir 
operators (in QCD CA = 3, CF = <l/3), fl{'l](">) = iW, + Л«2 + 0(«,') is the QCD 
/^-function in the two-loop approximation. It is important to point out that this 
function docs not contain the terms of type C'^~'o;v, (Л' > 2). The numerical 
multipliers in eq. (1) arc determined as 

Л - , « ( - £ + 12С(3)); Л'2 = ( ^ - ^ 1 ( . - ( 3 ) ) : 1<л = (~ + Ь-уСт ' 

Л> = (~ + 13бС(3) - 2.10<(5)). 

The coefficient function Св} from the Bjorken sum rule for polarized deep-inelastic 
lepton-hadron scattering is determined through the following operator product ex
pansion 

iJTVa{x)V^)c^dsy^ ~ Cflj(fi.)£2^£±,l'3>\0) + ... 

Here Va denotes the electromagnetic current, /1(3)* is the third component of the ax
ial isotriplet (interpolating current for jr-meson). The expression for this coefficient 
function is known in the two-loop [3] and three-loop [Л] approximations of pertur
bation theory. In the leading order it has the form СьЛ'1') = 1 - ЗСра, + 0[a]). 
The quantity CR from eq. (1) is just the coefficient function for the branching ratio 
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of c+e~-nnniliilation into the hadrons. This coefficient function is also known in the 

two-loop [5] and three-loop [6] approximations. The leading order result has the form 

Cn(St) = £j&J = 1 + ЗОЙ, + 0(a]), 

where the Acller function D(a,) is defined as 

D(a.) = -П*\*±Щп% iJ(0\TA£\x)A§\0)\Q)e«4x = (даРЧ> - ЧаЧР)ЩЧ
2). 

The aim of Die present investigation is to elucidate the reason of cancellation of 
the CFU„ Cph] and CjlflJ corrections in the Crewther relation and to generalize, if 
possible, this low to the higher orders of perturbation theory. As it will be demon
strated below, the observed cancellation is intimately related to the specific structure 
of the anomalous triangle and the Adier-Bardeen theorem [7]. 

Let us consider the following three-point correlation function 

Г„./»Ы) = J{O\TAM(y)Va(x)V/l(O)\0)ei'*+l"dzdy = Ci(92,P2)WrPT+ 

+&(<12<Р2)((1с,ецРртРРЧт - <?/3eMOpTpV) + Сз(д2,р2)(рв-е^/)тР/,9т + P/J^aprPV). (2) 

where the expansion over the three independent tensor structures is used (the kine-
matical condition pq = 0 is also assumed, for details see ref. [8]). 

Following the ideology of ref. [2], we consider the operator product expansion for 
this correlator in the limit when |p2| —У оо. Now, using the relation for the various 
tensor structures [8], it is easy to derive that 

T^ff{ptq) -» ^•^CBj{at)U(q2)(qa£llffl>TfqT - q^liafrPPqr), 

consequently 

0»(<?2,Р2)1и-.оо - ~СвЛа.)ЩЧ*). (З) 

On the other hand, requirement of the gauge invariance leads one to the Ward 
identity for the Green function under consideration. In our case the vector Ward 
identity takes the form [8] 

-G(^P 3 ) = 9 W , P 2 ) + P W , P 2 ) . 
Differentiating this expression with respect of q2 and taking into account that the 
function Ci >s Just the nonrenormalizable c-number (Adier-Bardeen theorem[7]) we 
get the following equation for two other invariant functions 
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It should be noticed here, that the statement on the one-loop behavior of the axial 
anomaly has not strict sense within the perturbation theory. On the language of 
operator relation the one-loop character is achieved when the normalization of the 
axial current is strictly fixed in accordance with the relation (Л*)л 'п = 75(Л,,)Л'П, 
where .(Aj)Ren and (Л,,)""1 denote the axial and vector vertex functions respectively. 
However, this condition does not guarantee the absence of corrections on the language 
of Green functions (in our case the absence of corrections to ft). As it has been 
shown in ref. [9], there are anomalous graphs containing light-by-light subdiagnuns 
which cause the rcnormalization of the axial anomaly on the language of Green 
functions. However, in our case when the axial current in (2) is the flavor nonsinglct 
one, diagrams mentioned above rcnormalyze the quantity ft in the second order 
in the fine structure constant, but not in a] order. Hence, neglecting the higher 
electromagnetic corrections, we are able to postulate the one-loop character for ft. 

On the other hand, under the condition |/;2| —* со and in accordance with the cq. 
(3) we have 

« ' ^ j f c f o V ) - -(^у^М,)Сн{а.). (5) 

Let us now expand the expressions for the quantities ft and ft in powers of rf/p7 

ым = ±£&& Ш\Р2) = ̂  hires, 
V k=0 P V n=0 P 

here C2 and Сз a r e dimensionlcss coefficients. Substituting these series into the cq. 
(4) one gets 

f-irMfrf) = - 3 D(* + 1)<зж + <ЙКз>ь- (6) 
a1 P k=o P 

Comparing now eq. (6) with the relation (3) we obtain the following formulae for 
the product of CBJ and Cn 

Nc ;CBj(a.)Cn(a,) = ft1 + ft0- (7) (12тг)2 

In the leading order of perturbation theory Сз + C° = Л\:/(12;г)2. In so doing, we 
convinced ourselves that the one-loop or a many-loop behavior for the product CejCn 
is connected with the renormalizability or nonrenormalizability, respectively, of the 



invariant functions fa and fa. On the other hand, it has been shown in [10], that when 
the conformal invariance is exactly presented in the theory, the general expression 
for the three-point correlator function Tliap has the form totally determined by its 
one-loop counterpart A„a0 

where Л'(я,) is the undefined quantity within the approach of ref. [10]. Another way 
of putting it is that in conformal-invarianl theory we have [10] 

СГ°" = h'(n,)Cr 'oop, С"" ' = Л ' ( Й . ) С Г ' ,00\ Сзх"' = Л'(а.)СГе 1оор- (8) 

However, it is well known that the renormalization procedure violates the initial 
conformal invariance of the masslcss QCD leading to the anomaly in the trace of 
energy-momentum tensor [2],[11]. The expression for this anomaly [11] in its turn 
indicates that the factor 0(as)/(as) is the measure of violation of conformal invariancc 
within the framework of perturbation theory. On this basis the relations (8) could 
be rewritten in QCD as 

Mz-one loop Ci = A(a»Xi i Сг = [Л(«»)+—z—v2(p ,q ,a,)\fa и, a, 

/•exact _ [ r / i - \ • P\a*l.. fJ2 „2 - y\yone loop 
Сз = 1л(аЛ + -=—v3(p ,q ,a,)\fa , 

where u2 and v3 are dimensionless functions satisfying to the Ward identity (4). 
Arguing now, that in accordance with the Adler-Bardeen theorem Qzact = (°ne loop, 
we obtain Л'(й,) = 1. Hence, the invariant functions fa and fa arc renornializcd 
in the higher orders of perturbation theory by the multiplier containing the factor 
proportional to j3(a,)/a, beyond the unity. This fact leads to the following expression 
for the product of CBJ and CR 

CBj(a.)Cn(a.) = 1 + ^ r ( e f ) , a» 
r(a,) being polynomial in powers of a„ which is not fixed in our approach. 

In summary let us stress once again that in this work the reason of cancellation of 
the Сра1?, (N > 1) type corrections in the product of coefficient function from the 
Bjorken sum rule for polarized deep-inelastic lepton-hadron scattering and the Adler 
function for the two-point correlator of electromagnetic, currents has been investi
gated. It has been shown that the mentioned cancellation appears as a consequence 
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of the Adler-Bardecn theorem for the axial anomaly. It has also been demonstrat

ed that all surviving corrections arc grouped producing the factor proportional to 

the quantity /3{a,)/at, which in its turn is the measure of violation of conformal 

invariancc in QCD. 

The work is partly supported by the Russian Foundation for the Fundamental 
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tional Soros Foundation, grant number N6J0OO. 
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Габададзе Г.Т., Катаев АЛ. Е2-95-76 
О связи между коэффициентными функциями аннигиляциониых 
и глубоконеупругих процессов 

Показано, что однопетлевой характер аксиальной аномалии, проявля
ющийся при подходящем выборе нормировки аксиального тока, является 
причиной сокращения поправок типа СР a, , (N £ 1) в соотношении Крезера 
для коэффициентных функций аннигиляциониых и глубоконеупругих процес
сов. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории теоретической физики им. Н.Н.Боголю
бова. 

Препринт Объединенного института ядерных исследований. Дубна, 1995 

Gabadndzc G.T., Kataev A.L. . Е2-95-76 
On Connection between Coefficient Functions for Deep-Inelastic 
and Annihilation Processes 

It has been shown that the one-loop behaviour of the axial anomaly, occurring 
when the axial current is appropriately normalized, leads to the cancellation of the 
corrections of type C^av , (/V > 1) in the Crewther relation for the coefncient 
functions of deep-inelastic and annihilation processes. 
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